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Hello Dinosaur Class Parents,  
I am Teacher Justin and will be taking over the Dinosaur Class from where Teacher Gareth left off. 
My nationality is British (England), although my accent has changed a little since my youth because 
I have traveled far and wide for so long until now, having lived for extended periods of time in 
Australia, South Africa, Scotland and now Taiwan for 5 years and counting. I have recently 
graduated my previous class from Marshall, and it was sad to see them go, but as with all 
students, they grow, progress and move on to bigger and better things. It is a pleasure to be 
starting with a new set of keen and energetic students, I hope they will continue to enjoy their 
time at Marshall School under my guidance and with the help of Teacher Vivi as well. Every month 
I will write up a newsletter as this one to let you parents know how the class is progressing as a 
whole and what we will be doing with the scheduled curriculum. So to start, let’s have a look at 
some of the subjects and material we will be doing in our first month of the first K4 semester.  
 
Reading 
Reading really is so important and if the kids continue to grow with reading then so will their 
English ability. 
Even though we will be practicing the reading material at school, I urge you all to still pick up an 
English story once in a while and have your kids read them to you at home. The revision is great 
practice and keeps their little brains actively returning to ‘English mode’.   
Growth and progress comes from consistent repetition, try to make or fit into a routine, reading, if 
you do nothing else for English with your kids at home, this should be the bare minimum. 
In the first month of August we will be picking up these books: 
Week 1: What Lila Loves/ My Mom 
Week 2: Time for Bed 
Week 3: Joshua James Likes Trucks 
Week 4: Flying Butter 
Week 5: Snow Joe 
 
Core Material  



 

 

For this subject we will use the McGraw-Hill book series that works through a story and then 
explains the grammar rules and other points through exercises based on the story. We also discuss 
the real world topics in these stories and try to relate them to each kids life and experiences using 
the vocabulary learned and the new sentence structures we practiced. Usually we do one unit per 
2 months to start, but while some months are irregular in their number of schooling days, 
sometimes they overlap. So this month we will look into the first unit which covers: 
Week 1 - 5: Workshop (Reading/Writing)  

- Short ‘a’  
- Story: “Jack Can” 

 
Phonics 
For phonics we will be practicing a wide variety of sounds and how they are represented in the 
written form. This book provides a great many exercises relating to the new rules that we cover. I 
always hope to make all the students familiar with each rule as we cover them, because they help 
a great deal with reading ability and also pronunciation. This month we will cover phonics rules 
for….: 
Week 1: Phonemic Awareness -  Sound to symbol (letter sounds - ‘f’,’m’,’s’) 
Week 2: - Sound to symbol (letter sounds - ‘t’,’h’,’b’)   
Week 3: Assessment (extra practice) and (letter sounds - ‘l’,’d’) 
Week 4: Sound to symbol (letter sounds - ‘c’,’n’,’g’) 
Week 5: Sound to symbol (letter sounds - ‘w’) and Assessment  
 
Workbook Jump 
This workbook works great as complimenting material for the phonics book and also with 
conversation practice. The exercises emphasize grammar points and sentence construction. This 
month we will be looking into…: 
Week 1: Vocabulary - name to picture (animals) 
  Sentence structures - “ It’s a…” 
Week 2: Sentence structures - “ It isn’t a…” 
  Practice exercises 
Week 3: New Vowel starting Vocabulary - ‘egg’, ‘apple’ etc. 
  Practice using ‘an’ instead of ‘a’ 
Week 4: Questions - “Is it a/an…?” 
  Practice answering - “Yes, it is.” or “No, it isn’t.” 
Week 5: Practice exercises for the above lesson material 
 
MPM Math (Multiple Practice Module) 
The MPM Math series focuses a lot on a variety of daily problem solving strategies. It teaches the 
kids the basics of mathematics in fun and interesting ways. Their new MPM boxes are full of stuff 
to help them learn. This subject involves more impractical maths and allows for creative 
association of numbers. 
This month we will look at the following topics: 
Week 1: Shape matching and colour matching. Straight line drawing, properties. 
Week 2: Polyline drawing exercises, ‘L’ and reverse, curves and winding. Complex polyline drawing, 
shape and colour matching. 
Week 3: Arc curve line drawing, fixed drawing and find the way pictures. Number recognition and 
counting exercises.  
Week 4: Recognize 5, 6. number concept, writing numbers 5,6. counting. Polyline drawing.  



 

 

Week 5: Sticker book pages relating to above material covered, including extra conversation 
practice about topics from above.  
 
Conclusion 
This concludes the first Dinosaur’s Monthly Newsletter. Although we have plenty more to cover in 
the first month than just what is mentioned here, like song and dance, thematic activities and 
library time, I will continue to keep you all up to date through the weekly newsletters as well. Also, 
if you have any suggestions or feedback please don’t hesitate to let me know through the weekly 
communication or even through Teacher Vivi. I look forward to working with you all to help 
improve your children's English and also to have as much fun as possible while doing so.  
 
Teacher Justin 
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